
 
 

UUFB BOARD MINUTES 

THURSDAY 10/08/2015 

6:30-8:30 

IN ATTENDANCE: Debra Davis, Dianne Farrelly, Nick Hunt, Frances Kuzinski, Jerri Meisner, Jim Miller, 

Jennifer Rhodes, Jean Stokes, Rev. Tarsa 

 Facilitator – Jerri Meisner 

 Timekeeper – Jennifer Rhodes 

 Process Observer – Nick Hunt 

 Recorder – Dianne Farrelly 

Jerri opened the meeting with a check-in followed by discussion of Chapter 1 of Serving with Grace. 

LEADERSHIP REFLECTION: 

Do you view this as a worthwhile activity?  What are some reflections from this particular assignment? 

I was put off by the use of the word ‘church’ in the introduction, however, 3 things resonated from the first 

chapter: serving the mission of the Fellowship through leadership as a spiritual practice; non-attachment to 

outcomes; and, ‘how we do’ is more important than ‘what we do.’ 

The idea that when you take part you are the one who is really receiving the satisfaction – and that is not 

selfish, that is how you grow – by making a difference. 

It is kind of like the concept of ‘Love the one you’re with.’ This is how and where I spend most of my time, 

so it must be what I value.  I want to look at it a different way, so if I could make this be (accept this as) my 

spiritual practice, I could give it a positive spin. Also, letting go of outcomes is a lesson I need to learn – 

how do I do that? 

I want to win.  It is hard to play the game just to play – it goes back to the various personalities around the 

table.   We all have special skills – it is good recruitment to utilize people’s gifts. 

What about the sustainability factor?  If the work does not satisfy or feed you, you can burn out. 

It is true for me that in the doing I am called to my better self. 

It is not a chore to serve; it is part of your membership.  Everyone should have some way to contribute and 

if there is not, then we ought to look at why. 

Spiritual leadership is living out our Principles and commitments and being held accountable.  A spiritual 

home infused with our values – what are our values?  How you play the game is more important but how do 

you play when the rules are always changing?  Success, however that’s defined, most definitely matters.  

Yes, and, how do we define success? 

It is important not to make too many goals at a time so you can achieve them realistically, and yet have 

enough that you can stretch as well.  Prioritize them, and then some can be tabled for a time, as long as you 

get back to them. 

Recommendation for further reading re non-attachment to outcomes: The Engaged Spiritual Life, by Donald 

Rothberg, a Buddhist practitioner – one whole chapter is devoted to non-attachment to outcomes.  

APPROVAL OF MINUTES:  

Jerri moved that the Board approve the UUFB Board Minutes of 2015-09-10.  Approved / accepted 

unanimously by those in attendance. 

REPORTS: 

 Financial Reports: Jim Miller – (See attached reports, especially UUFB Treasurer’s Report for 

September 2015) Highlights – Non-pledged income is a little below budget, and is a lot less than last 



 
 

year’s receipts.  This might be a reflection of the 2015 capital campaign, where potential non-pledged 

income contributions might have been redirected to new capital pledges. 

Taking into consideration our commitment to be a ‘Fair Compensation’ congregation, 80% of our 

expenses are fixed.  Programming traditionally has been funded minimally.  Now may be the time to 

invest in the future.  Proposing a deficit budget to increase programming in the short term, may increase 

congregational health in the long term.  Our job is to bring the congregation along educationally.  An 

example is a UU congregation that had a consulting minister move to full time, then brought other staff 

on, resulting in a deficit budget.  The congregation agreed to the plan.  The minister subsequently retired 

and the congregation went thru three interim periods, not growing but preparing for settled ministry.  

The finance team decided to cut staff, the Director of Religious Education (DRE) quit and the finance 

team rebalanced expenses by hiring a quarter-time DRE.  The congregation said, “No, we need a half-

time DRE,” and the congregation approved a deficit budget.  It took a number of extra years to get back 

on track and the congregation grew. 

 

Discussion 2016 Budget:  Jim outlined a timeline for preparing the budget (see report above, section 

2016 Budget). 

It was noted that the plan followed UUFB’s traditional model of “Distribution of budget worksheets to 

committee and program chairs, board, minister, and staff for proposed “ideal” and “minimal” budget 

requests…” and questioned the Board’s previous conversations hoping to involve the congregation in 

the budgeting process, while recognizing that the late date and time constraints for getting the budget out 

according to Bylaws would make it difficult to create a plan to include congregational input. 

It was also noted that the Board had hoped to get a sense of the congregation’s attitudes toward being an 

Honor Congregation and commitment to fully funding the UUA GIFT contribution.  While some 

education was shared in the June Congregational Meeting, there was no follow-up for congregational 

input. 

A suggestion was offered to bring the conversation to the congregation in the spring of 2016 for 

decision-making for the next year’s budget. 

It was noted that, in the past, there has been a good deal of discomfort talking about money.  The 

congregation views budgeting a bit differently now.  A few years ago, faced with a deficit budget, the 

question was, “What do we cut?”  Now the question is, “How do we increase income?”  The 

Stewardship process is better, however, fundraising needs an improved focus. 

The UUA has a program about one’s personal relationship to money, The Wi$dom Path: Money, Spirit, 

and Life, co-written by Rev. Dave Messner, UU Savannah minister.  Rev. Tarsa plans to speak with 

Rev. Messner about his program, with the expectation of offering the program in early spring of 2016. 

It was noted that the UUFB Treasurer was invited to the Social and Environmental Justice Committee 

(SEJ) budgeting meeting last year.  UUFB is not supporting SEJ projects to the fullest extent that we 

want.  That should be fixed. 

A suggestion was offered to make a presentation to the congregation about our commitment to “Fair 

Compensation’ and how that fixes a significant portion of our current budget, and offer the congregation 

choices in our discretionary spending – elicit what pathway is better – to encourage a little bit of input 

and conversation. 

Decision:  Jim Miller will conduct a town hall type of open discussion on one Sunday following the 

Sunday service and to be repeated on one week night to invite the congregation to come see what the 

budgeting process is, lay out the issues and choices with a few talking points, allow time for questions 

and answers, and gather input for Board consideration and decision.  Jim will decide the dates and times, 

schedule the space and get it on the UUFB calendar. 



 
 

 Minister’s Report: Rev. Kevin Tarsa – (See attached report UUFB October 2015 IM Board Report.) 

Highlights – After simply asking if there was going to be a Founders and Finders Dinner this year, one 

was scheduled.  Rev. Tarsa pointed out that this is an example he notices as a typical process at UUFB – 

who is responsible?  Also, there appears to be no leadership development for vacancies in programming 

chairs – who is responsible?  Rev. Tarsa offered the suggestion that some leadership development might 

be done by SUULE graduates – perhaps starting with, “What are the joys of leadership?” and, “What are 

you getting into?” 

President Jerri Meisner contacted Connie Goodbread, the Congregational Life Consultant for the 

Southern Region of the UUA, who said gaps in leadership are very normal with the transition from a 

family to a program congregation.  The congregation wants to do many things but doesn’t have the 

human resources.  Her advice was to consider three questions/strategies: 

o What would happen if you don’t do…? 

o Stop looking to fill the vacancies; create a vacuum to see what will occur. Don’t discount the 

snowbirds; consider how they can participate. 

o What do you absolutely have to do? 

Connie also suggested having less people on each committee. 

Jerri noted that we need to do the auction and the ministerial search, and then let go and move forward. 

Suggest delaying leadership development for now.  We can squeeze in leadership development in the 

spring. 

From the voice of the Nominating Committee (NC) – They are having difficulty finding people willing 

to serve right now.  Their task is to talk to people who might bring skills to the board. 

It was noted that the Care Ministry and the Neighborhood Groups are all doing Care tasks – there are too 

many involved and there is too much overlap. 

Rev. Tarsa suggested opening up to new ways of thinking, and relax. 

One member noted that in the beginning (when the congregation was small) it was joyful to work on 

SEJ.  Then, it grew to too many projects, too many people, too many opinions.  People were bumping up 

against walls and it wasn’t fun anymore. 

Growing pains is part of the process. 

It was noted that the Welcoming Congregation Committee is using a snowbird as a co-chair, using the 

computer and Face Time, and it is working out really well. 

Rev. Tarsa reminded the Board that he will be in his pre-candidating stage in February and possibly 

gone up to 3 or 4 Sundays and that will open up opportunities for guest speakers.  We may consider 

asking Rev. Messner to fill the pulpit and preach something related to The Wi$dom Path and money on 

one of those Sundays. 

 Right Relations Process Task Force (RRPT): (See attached report Right Relations Process Task 

Force (RRPTF) Report for 8 October 2015 Board Meeting.) 

 Settled Minister Search Committee (SMSC):  The SMSC is compiling information for the 

congregational packet and analyzing survey results in addition to scheduling porch talks. 

 Architecture, Building, Construction Committee (ABC): Progress but no contract yet – waiting on 

more information from the contractor re HVAC changes. 

OLD BUSINESS: 

 At-Large Board Member Job Description – Jennifer Rhodes (See attached Bd Mem At lg Job 

Description Revised) 



 
 

Discussion: 

The NC is using the draft description as a guide for recruiting.  It is overwhelming and intimidating for 

new people to agree to.  Can we soften it or do we want to? 

It is what it is and would be worse to be unrealistic as we recruit people.  The Board needs to function 

properly. 

The NC has flexibility on how to use the description and is encouraged to use it wisely – it gives talking 

points for the recruiters. 

The responsibilities outlined in the draft description are those that could be assigned in any given year.  

What is important is that we want commitment. 

We will be growing and will need more leadership.  We might consider a path to leadership and what 

that would look like. 

The information in the draft can be presented in a stepped fashion – give some of the information, then if 

the person is still interested, give more. 

Not just anybody can serve as a Board member – it is an important position.  There is lots going on and 

it will probably continue. 

Decision: Suggest the NC get feedback for the Board from those with whom they speak, if possible.  

(No vote taken.) 

 Bylaws Amendments: Changing Bylaws to address the number of At-Large Board Members from shall 

be 8 to may be up to 8.  Recommended by Jim Miller and Jerri Meisner that we defer until next year as 

we have many other priorities.  Agreed by consensus. 

 

NEW BUSINESS: 

 Draft Letter of Call: Jim Miller for the Negotiating Team (See attached report Draft Letter of Call and 

Ministry Agreement.) 

The Board commended the work of the Negotiating Team.  There was no discussion.  The vote was 

called.  Approved unanimously by those in attendance. 

 Preliminary Fellowship Evaluation:  Board members are to send their personal evaluations to Jennifer 

Rhodes for compiling. 

Discussion: 

Can we approve the compilation by email, provided there is no dissent, in which case we will call a 

special meeting to discuss? 

Yes, and there was a reminder that, per the Board’s Standard Operating Procedures, all must participate 

for the vote to be valid. 

Approved unanimously by those in attendance. 

NOTE: 2 more evaluations will be due at the end of the interim period. (July, 2016) 

 Conversation: "The Nuances of Transparency and Confidentiality" – Rev. Tarsa 

Rev. Tarsa introduced the conversation as the start of an ongoing exploration.  He explained that Board 

members are trustees of information.  He asked us to consider, “When do you conceal; when do you 

reveal?”  Board members have a role in the flow of information.  Prior to disseminating a handout, 

“Creating Patterns of Healthy Disclosure,” (from the Alban Institute, and recommended by two of his 



 
 

colleagues) Rev. Tarsa asked the Board to describe transparency, confidentiality, secrecy, and respect 

for privacy.  The following are Board members’ responses: 

o Transparency: 

Open, not blocked 

Clear process  

Clarity 

Discussing issues, not people or personalities 

See-through 

o Confidentiality: 

Hear no evil; speak no evil 

Like a treasure chest, information is locked away until it’s time to be opened 

Involves communication with someone about what needs to be maintained as confidential –  

 respects the desires of the person or group requesting confidentiality 

Some information is held in confidence for the betterment of all 

o Secrecy: 

Has negative connotations – cliquish, hidden 

You don’t need to know 

Kills transparency 

o Respect for Privacy: 

I hear you and hold you 

I trust you and I don’t have to know 

Something valuable, prized 

Respect for the individual 

Rev. Tarsa reviewed the handout and presented the Board with two current case studies to reflect upon 

and determine what healthy disclosure would look like.  A discussion of each ensued.  Fifteen minutes 

was added to the meeting schedule by consensus to have a deeper conversation. 

o Ministerial Search 

o Donation of a grand piano 

 Conversations for future meetings:  Rev. Tarsa has also offered the following leadership development 

topics.  Perhaps we hold these discussions instead of the Serving with Grace discussions? 

Decision: By consensus the Board agreed to have an opening reflection each meeting based on 

subsequent chapters of Serving with Grace, and have a leadership segment during the meeting on each 

of the topics offered below. 

o 10 minutes to share Hotchkiss' take on How Congregations Organize - 3 basic patterns: board 

centered, committee centered, staff centered. 

o 15 minutes to share Hotchkiss' basic distinctions between governance and ministry. 

o 15 minutes to share Hotchkiss' model of governance/ministry and to ask who plays which roles 

 Planning for Future Board Work:  Jerri noted that the Board shifted goal-setting for a program year 

rather than the calendar year, following lots of discussion on the appraisals at the September meeting. 

Consider the brainstormed list from last month, RASCI, existing 2015 priorities of communication, 

program council, financial sustainability, and policies. What do we actually do at board meetings?  Can 

we reflect on what we did in the first Interim year as we plan for the second?  Tabled for lack of time. 

PROCESS OBSERVATION: Nick Hunt 



 
 

We did well for the first hour, bogged down in the middle (got a little behind schedule), and got back on 

track at the end.  Rev. Tarsa opened up the conversation; Jim Miller presented great work. 

 

Adjourned: 8:45 

 

ANNOUNCEMENTS: 

Founders and Finders Dinner: 10-17-15, 6PM 

Beloved Conversations Retreat: 10-23/10-24, 6PM Fr, 9AM Sat 

Interfaith Worship Service Grace AME: 10-25-15, 6PM 

Beyond Categorical Thinking Workshop: 11-7-15, 1-4:00 PM 

November Board Schedule: 

Monthly Meeting – 5th (Reflections: 2nd Chapter of Serving with Grace, and donation process of the 

grand piano) 

Budget Meeting – 19th  

Budget Discussion Opportunities: 

Sunday, November 1 following the service 

Wednesday, November 4, 7:00pm 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

Dianne Farrelly 

October 20, 2015 


